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One of the things that I learned real quick was even though my back was against the wall, I had to change the theory of what we were doing. And we -- we took the K2, which was run in the U.S. And we took that K2 and we took it to Mexico and took it to Central America. And I [00:30:14] [indiscernible] that way back then, a gang of 15 members in
[00:30:19]Mexico would distribute $4 million of K2 cocaine every month. You know and it wasn't no social club that we was in, it wasn't no social club that I was in. It was a bunch of 15 people from across Mexico. And the money, the profit that I made from that K2, I got back in trade for transportation. That was really how we ran that ship and how I
started doing it. Freeway Rick Ross: [00:31:25] I would say anywhere from -- you know anywhere from 75 to 90, percent of the K2 that comes out of Central America, they either make it at the source or they sell it to someone else and they make it at the source or they sell it. And so you know, the idea that I was doing the K2, I was out, and I was

making a shit load of money, I was making that K2, it wasn't that. I was making millions of dollars off of cocaine. Cocaine was what I was doing. And so I sold it as I was making it. And you know, I had a lot of people who I was selling it for who didn't -- who were giving me their money back. And I guess I just got it in my head because I did a little bit of
everything that I was thinking about doing if I was in the right place. That's what I went for. I wanted to be a drug dealer. That's what I wanted. I wanted to sell weed. I didn't want to sell crack. I just wanted to sell weed. The fact that I did cocaine and crack with the same amount of money was just a bonus.
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With that knowledge, Freeway: Crack in the System goes behind bars to show how, with the right mindset, you can thrive in the non-traditional world of prison. In an effort to heal their souls as well as their bodies, Freeway:
Crack in the System includes candid interviews with ex-cons as well as their families, and allows audiences to peek into the reclusive, black-on-black drug ring that operated underground throughout Freeways South Central

neighborhood. Is there a tool that can automate the process of password cracking and still be effective? Yes. The utility hashcat can hash up to 1 billion or more passwords per second. It's extremely fast and you can use
various attack modes including pre-computed attacks, brute force or dictionary attacks. The hashcat utility has an extensive set of configuration files that can be customized to meet the attacker's needs. There are now tools
that can be used to automate these attacks and crack any of the standard MD5, SHA1, SHA256 and SHA512 hashes. Kafeine: [02:09:16] Hashcat is a really powerful tool. First of all, you can crack passwords, and you can do
all kind of analysis. You can make patches. You can crack passwords. You can analyze if there are words in your dictionary, or even brute force with words in your dictionary. Just all kinds of cool things are really, really easy
to do. Security experts explained the techniques needed to crack hashes using hashcat, which contains pre-computed attack dictionaries for password cracking. The tool also has the capability to generate dictionary attacks,

which means it can lookup passwords in a file, dictionary or in memory to be cracked. 5ec8ef588b
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